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1 Dimensions in the Universe

• The scale of the live

– We are around 1.8 m

– Darmstadt is around 15 km wide = 1.5∗104m

– Earth have a radius of 6378 km = 6.4∗106m

• Astronomical objects

– Earth – Sun distance is 1 AU = 1.5∗1011m

– The Solar system is 40 AU ~ 6 lh = 6∗1012m

• Cosmological objects

– The closest star is Proxima Centauri, 4.2 lyr ~ 1.3 pc = 4∗1016m

– The Sun – Center of the Galaxy distance is 25 kly ~ 8 kpc = 2.5∗1020m

– Distance to M31 in Andromeda is 784±13±17kpc = 2.4∗1022m

– Virgo Supercluster is 200 Mly = 2∗1024m

– Great Wall is 500 Mly x 200 Mly x 15 Mly

– Most distant quasars are really far – 240 Mpc – 5500 Mpc
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2 Observation of galaxies

• In 1750 Thomas Wright suggested

– the Milky Way could be a rotating distribution of starts – the galaxy

• In 1755 Immanuel Kant suggested

– the nebulae could be distant galaxies – distant worlds – not only the clouds of dust.

• Actually it was not that obvious which nebulae are “island nebulae” and which are just
clouds of dust. The problem was not settled until galaxies were resolved in details with
100 inch telescope.

• The are still controversies

– How can one know the star belongs to the given galaxy ?

– Do clusters of stars or galaxies are in the same place and have the same age ?

– Are quasars extremely far and luminous or close and moderate ?
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3 The Lowell Spectrograph

• The Lowell Spectrograph connected to 24 inch refractor started operation in 1901.

• Observations were performed by Vesto M. Slipher.

• It was designed for the study of the planetary system

– measurements of the rotation of planets

– chemical composition of the planets by the spectral studies

– studying planets is actually more difficult than studying galaxies
the luminosity drops like 1/r4

• Additionally some double stars were found

• Rotation of spiral nebulae was discovered

• Radial velocities of some nebulae were measured – discovery of the redshift

– the results were publish in “Lowell Obs. Bull.”

• What is interesting results on the planet motion and spectrum were published in the
Astrophysical Journal and are still available. The results relevant to cosmology were
informed in local bulletin only.
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4 Mt. Wilson Observatory

• The Mt. Wilson was the center of the astronomy
located to the east of Los Angeles founded in 1904

• Equipped with Hooker’s 100 inch mirror telescope (1917 – 1948)

– Since it collects 10e6 more light than human eye on can look 1000 times further

– Most famous Cepheid – Polaris is 132 pc away,
with 100 inches telescope, stars 130 kpc away are as bright as Polaris.

• The telescope was equipped with the spectrometer and later on with the interferometer

• Operated by E. Hubble and M. Humason

• Primary interest – nebulae, extra–galactic nebulae, deSitter theory

• Using the telescope for distance measurement and some Slipher results
Hubble postulated the phenomenological law

v = H0D

• The redshift is defined

z=
λobserved−λemitted

λemitted
z� 1, v = zc
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5 Hubble Law – definitive proof
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6 Numerical results from Hubble

• The result reads H0 = 550km
s

1
Mpc

• What is important, the expansion is linear.

– This is the only type of the expansion that is independent of the place.

– Later on it was believed,H0 shall decrease withe time due to gravity, thus observed
expansion shall be parabolic

• From the expansion rate one can calculate rough estimation of the age of the Universe

τ = 1/H0 =
106pcs

550∗103m
=

106∗3∗1016

5.5∗105
= 5.4∗1016s

• Since 1yr = 31.5∗106s

• The age of the Universe is 1.8∗109yr = 1.8eons

• In the Hubble original paper there were no allusion to the expansion, big-bang or the
age of the Universe or any cosmological implications of the findings.

• In Gamow papers from 1940s this figure is quoted as the age of the Universe, with a
disclaimer, it is probably underestimated. The age greater than 2 eons was given to the
Earth from (nucleo-)geological investigations.
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7 Method of the measurement of the distance

• Measuring the velocity is relatively easy.

• The trouble is the measurement of the distance

• The distance is calculated using “distance ladder” for the calibration

– First one have to measure distance to the Sun

– Then one can calibrate distance to the stars using parallax

– Then Standard Candles are employed – standard candle is a stellar object, whose
absolute luminosity can be calculated.

∗ Cepheids variable – 20 Mpc

∗ RR Lyrae (red giants) – local globular clusters

∗ Supernova SN Ia – all have the same light–curve

• There are many practical complications:

– there are two types of cepheids belonging to I and II star generation

– interstellar dust, matter between us and the stellar object (reddening)

– there is an ongoing discussion on the light–curve of SN Ia
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8 The History of Hubble constant
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9 Current determination of the H0
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10 What it takes to measure H0
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11 Summary of Hubble constant

• The Universe is expanding, it started with a Big–Bang some 13 eons ago

• Current value forH0 from SN Ia is 72±8 or 64±3 km
s

1
Mpc

• Alternative explanations do not have the feature of simplicity

– Tiered light concept – it is a hard work to travel so much, so the light is tired and
slows down. This also explains temperature of the CMB.

– The Universe is expanding, but new galaxies are created in the middle

• One would expect the Universe is slowing down due to gravitation attraction

– H looks constant even at very distant parts of the Universe

• Precision obtained now, form distance – velocity relation is at the level of 10 %
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12 Expansion, Cosmic Microwave Background

• Standard Big–Bang cosmology, developed by Alpher, Bete, Gamow and Delter predicts
small, hot and isotropic early Universe.

• I forgot some names – Wirtz, Lemaitre, Friedmann

• In this fully ionized medium photos scattered many times thus thermalizing, the photons
acts against gravitational collapse

• When the temperature dropped below 3000 K, some 5∗105 years after the Big–Bang

– the atoms were formed and the medium become transparent

– decoupled photons allow gravitational collapse and creation of galaxies

– photons scattered for the last time and continue expanding
destiny of some of the photons was to be measured by us

• Since the expansion is adiabaticT3V = const.

– One can see it easier – sinceλM ∼ 1/T, TD/TC = LC/LD

– CMB is the picture of the Universe when it was 2000 (^3) times smaller.

• If one observe remnants of such radiation on can confirm the hot–small early Universe
scenario and settle the initial conditions
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13 Observation of CMB

• Many people saw CMB but have not seen it.
The people to interpret it first were R. Wilson and A. Penzias

• They received a radio-telescope from Bell Labs, which was formerly used for spacecraft
communication studies. First measurements were made at wavelengthλ = 7cm

– They tried to work in radio–astrophysics

– One of the measurement was Milky Way halo

• The noise was to big, greater than the one calculated.

• They try to investigate the source of the additional noise

– Clean the apparatus from what the birds left

– Point to possible Earth sources – New York

– Observe additional noise as a function in the position in space over 6 month

• At some point they meet with R. Dicke and P. Peebles and find out,
what they see is something important.
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14 Discovery of CMB

• What they really observed:

– The noise of the temperature – 7.32 K

– All known sources of the noise were added and gave – 4.2 + 0.7 K

– The remaining 3.1 K was treated as a signal

– One have to be really sure he understands all the sources of the noise

– When radio–astronomers talk about temperature, they do not mean the spectrum but
a signal at a given wavelength

• The results were published in Astrophysical Jurnal
in parallel with the theoretical paper on CMB.

– No cosmological consequences of discovery were made

– They expected, their finding will probably outlive current cosmology
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15 Confirmation of CMB

• The results obtained by Penzias and Wilson were in line with CN molecule excitation
discovered 30 years before

– Much earlier, interstellar CH, CH+, CN were found with additional optical lines of
the excited state, the temperature of the state was calculated to be 2.3 K

– Since it is easier for additional source of the excitement than of the cooling, the
results were not interpreted with strong statements.

– The results confirmed CMB measurements and suggested, the CMB stays blackbody
far from the peek.

• Later in ’60 the results were confirmed at broad range of wave lengths 21 cm – 2.6 mm
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16 Isotropy of CMB

• Isotropy of CMB reflects isotropy of the Universe before the galaxies formation

• There are two aspects of the anisotropy

– the temperature is different in different directions

– the temperature is different at different wavelength

• The first observed anisotropy in different directions appear at mili Kelvin level
and represents monopole anisotropy

• From the shift we can calculate we are moving in respect to the matter that last scattered
photons

– We are moving 390±60km/s toward 10.8hR.A.50Dec.

– That is not surprising, since we are moving around the center of the galaxy with the
velocity 300km/s, but in the opposite direction

– Finally we are moving with the Virgo super-cluster at the speed of 600km/h

• The fine structure of thespatial fluctuations, two order of magnitude weaker, is the pic-
ture of the Universe when the last scattering happened.
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17 Cosmic Background Explorer – COBE

• In 1974, NASA issued an Announcement of Opportunity for astronomical missions that
would use a small- or medium-sized Explorer spacecraft.

– 121 proposals received

– 3 dealt with studying the cosmological background radiation.

• In 1976, three proposals get together and propose a joint conceptual satellite with three
detectors:

– Differential microwave radiometer (DMR) that would map the CMB to detect the
intrinsic anisotropy in the microwave background

– Far-infrared absolute spectrophotometer (FIRAS)
to measure the spectrum of spectrum of the CMB to see if it was a blackbody curve

– Diffuse Infrared background experiment (DIRBE)
to detect early infrared galaxies

• NASA accepted the proposal provided that the costs be kept under $30 million. The
construction started in 1981.

• After several delays, COBE was placed into sun-synchronous orbit on November 18,
1989 aboard a Delta rocket.
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18 Detectors on board – FIRAS

• FIRAS instrument is to measure precisely the cosmic microwave background

– It is a polarizing Michelson interferometer operated differentially with an internal
reference blackbody, and calibrated by an external blackbody

– It measures difference reference blackbody and the sky

– The instrument was cooled to 1.5 K to reduce its thermal emission

– It covers the wavelength range from 0.1 to 10 mm in two spectral channels

• The definitive CMB temperature: 2.725± 0.002 K.
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19 Confirmation for the CMB being blackbody
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